Conformation Senior Judge Evaluation by Apprentice
Please return to: UKC Show Operations, 100 E Kilgore, Kalamazoo, MI 49002
or email to judges@ukcdogs.com

Senior Judge Name

Judge #

Apprentice Name

Date(s) of Assignment

Name of Club

The Apprentice MUST send this Evaluation to UKC no later than 10 business days after the assignment.
Failure to submit this form may lead to disciplinary action from UKC. Please keep a copy of this form for
your personal records.
1. Please ﬁll out the number of dogs that were judged in each group

Date(s)

Guard

Scent

Sight

Gun

North

Herd

Terrier

Comp

2. Did the Senior Judge reply to you in an appropriate amount of time after your initial request to apprentice for their assignment? If no, explain.
Yes K
No K
3. Did the Senior Judge meet with you at least one half hour before the show to prepare for the assignment?
If no, explain.
Yes K
No K
4. Did the Senior Judge make you feel comfortable being there as an Apprentice? If no, explain.
Yes K

No K

5. Please check everything that the Senior Judge covered during the apprenticeship
K Where to set up a table or ramp.

K Diﬀerence between Excusals, DQ’s and

Misconduct.

K Communicating with the steward about how

to call classes, lay out ribbons, verifying arm
bands.

K Discuss varieties and how to mark a Judge’s

Book with a variety breed.

K Explain the gaiting patterns they used and why.

K How to deal with emotional or angry exhibitors.

K Awarding ribbons and placements. Verify arm

K Withholding awards and why.

bands before awarding ribbons.
K How to wicket a dog.
K How to span a dog.
K

K Discuss arrival and departure procedures for

assignments.
K

Items in a typical Judge’s Contract.

Marking the Judge’s Book.

6. Were there any times when your placements diﬀered from the placements of the Senior Judge? If so,
please give an example of a placement discrepancy you and the Senior Judge had and explain the reasoning
behind both choices.

7. Please give one example of something new that you learned during this Apprenticeship.

10. Please explain any concerns you had regarding the Senior Judge. If you had no concerns, please explain
what you liked about them.
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